2007 dodge durango fuel pump

For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and
backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver
outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec Revive your drive with
the sturdy design and dependable, OE-standard performance guaranteed by Bosch's new OE
replacement fuel pumps. Since , Bosch has developed innovative productsâ€”in We've Made a
Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel
Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included.
Product Fit. Shop Dodge Durango Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to
Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews
Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump,
trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of
Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned
after to work like the ge Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel
pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Sep 30,
Economical fuel pump. Installation was simple. Irving Begay. Purchased on Sep 14, Helpful
Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM.
Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and
recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a
thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check
whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. Four problems related to fuel pump have been reported for the Dodge
Durango. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of the Dodge Durango based on all problems reported for the
Durango. My vehicle has around miles on it and was fine until about a week ago. My wife was
fueling up the car and was doused with gas about 5 seconds after the automatic shut off
engaged on the fuel pump. I thought it was a fluke thing, but then it happend again and again.
The Durangos are under a recall for the exact same problem, so they obviously completely
ignored the problem. When filling the fuel tank, at the completion of filling the pump
automatically shuts off as normal but about seconds after approximately quarts of fuel comes
rushing out of the filler neck. If I am lucky enough to have selected a fuel pump with a rubber
"shield", the fuel only spills all over the side of the truck and then creates a sizable puddle on
the ground. If I use a pump with no "shield", I usually end up with a saturated sleeve even if I try
to gently finish filling the tank. I am very concerned about this problem causing a fire and
injuring not only myself and my family, but any others near me at the gas station. Upon normal
fueling of the vehicle, gas will significantly expel from fuel inlet when the gas station fuel pump
shuts off. This causes dangerous fuel to be in contact with people, vehicle, objects and ground
at fuel station. This is a condition that was not caused by the owner or from normal operation of
the vehicle. This obvious fueling defect is cause for general public concern for many reasons;
excessive skin contact with chemicals, threat of major fire or explosion that could injure, harm
or kill individuals and is an environmental hazard to the community. Fuel spills out of Dodge
Durango when refilling. The fuel pump shuts off but about of fuel blows back out of gas tank,
onto side of vehicle and onto ground. Car Problems. Fuel Pump problem 1. Fuel Pump problem
2. Fuel Pump problem 3. Fuel Pump problem 4. Tank Assembly problems Tank Assembly
problems. Gasoline Fuel System problems. Tank Filler Pipe And Cap problems. Tank Mounting
problems. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's
not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit
service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Add Complaint. When filling the fuel tank up the gas will spurt back out,
you can fill it slow or fast it will do the same, it's not a small amount, it's a large amount. I at first
thought it might have been the gas station, but it has occurred three more times at different gas
stations. Needless to say, this is very dangerous and apparently, this is a very common problem
with other Dodge owners. I called the dealership and they said that because I purchased the
extended warranty, I'm responsible for the deductible. This problem should have been a recall
on Dodge behalf. I'm afraid that because I have to wait to come up with the deductible, a more
serious accident could occur in the meantime. Please contact me at your earliest convenience
and thank you for your attention to this letter. I just bought a used Durango and upon filling the
gas tank up, the gas spewed out. Thought it might be that particular pump, but it always does
this when filling up. Fuel spills out of filler neck when tank is filled. Very dangerous. Potential

for some very bad things to happen. Search CarComplaints. Intrepid oil sludge Caravan
transmission failure engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint
paint defect Durango recall. Large amount of fuel spills when filling tank, comes out when fuel
hose is removed from the filler tube every time when filled. When we fill the fuel tank, the pump
clicks and we stop fueling. Problem after that is that the vehicle stops running at various times.
Could be making a turn and it will die or stopped or driving. Looked up this problem and there is
a NHTSA bullitin for this problem for other vehicles, there is a valve on top of the tank that fails
and allows fuel into the vapor canister causing the vehicle to stop running. Please extend the
recall to this vehicle as well. The contact owns a Dodge Durango. While the vehicle was being
fueled, fuel was forced out of the fuel tank where the fuel pump was inserted. The contact never
filled the fuel tank completely because he was afraid fuel would exit the vehicle. The
manufacturer was notified. The vehicle was not diagnosed nor repaired. The failure mileage was
76, When the fuel tank was filled, fuel would leak from the fuel tank. The manufacturer was not
made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Fuel comes out after filling
tank. This is ridiculous and so very dangerous. I can tell its gone on a while with my rig cause
paint is all wearing away by fuel spout. I see this is a huge complaint for lots of people. Can't
believe Dodge won't fix situation. They need to wait for death or serious injury first. I will be
getting rid of mine as soon as I can and I will never ever buy another Dodge. All the stories I've
heard about Dodge are true. This is my first and last one I will ever own. I have many issues
besides this. But this is the most serious one. So far. Way to care about your product Dodge
and the people who drive them. Fuel tank sprays fuel and spills up to a quart of gasoline when
filler nozzle shuts off. I purchased this vehicle used in September of with approximately 91,
miles. It is a limited 4X4 model with a 5. Upon several occasions when refueling the vehicle,
seconds after the fuel nozzle clicks off a gushing should is heard and immediately a spray of
gasoline is ejected from the filler neck. It has become too dangerous to fill the tank and I must
resort to purchasing a less than full tank. Not only is this annoying but it also presents an
extreme fire and explosion hazard due to the quantity of gasoline ejected. Both myself and
several gas station attendants have been soaked in gasoline by this defect of not shutting off
the filler check valve when full. I believe the models of this same vehicle were recalled for a
similar problem which required replacing the entire fuel tank and filler pipe as an assembly. If
this problem is allowed to go unchecked it represents a hazard to the several thousands of this
generation to Durangos on the road and their occupants. Part no. Description ar 1 cnnzxaa tube,
fuel filler was replaced by dealership. Still cannot put fuel in it without it taking forever and a
day and still cannot pass emissions! Not acceptable, nor is it safe! Whenever I fill the tank with
gas, when the pump clicks off, and then gas spews out all over the place. There is a "technical
service bulletin" describing this problem on my vehicle, but when I went to the local Chrysler
dealer for the airbag recall and asked if they would fix the gas problem, they said that the
"technical service bulletin" was just "courtesy information" and if I wanted to "fix" it, I would
have to pay for it. I've seen online that many others have had their vehicle fixed at their
dealership for free. I don't know if I was lied to, or if the drivers I read about online just have
better dealerships than I do here. I love the Durango - it's a great vehicle, but the gas fill
problem is a mess. I wish I could get Chrysler to do something about it. This happens at erratic
times, never a rhyme or reason. Looked into the problem when it first occurred and saw no
recall information. Now vehicle is reading a P code, O2 sensors. When filling gas tank topping it
off I'll hear 1 click and the gas will instantly start spewing out. However, last week I was
pumping gas and I received absolutely no warning that it was full so the gasoline starting
blowing back at me. I was saturated from my arms to my feet in gas. It was absolutely terrifying,
not to mention extremely dangerous, and humiliating. Something needs to be gone before
something tragic happens to someone. When I fill the car up if I allow it to fill up all the way
once its full the gas spews out. I have researched and I have found that many that have my year
and make of car are having the same issue. My mechanic advised me to call the dealership to
inquire if there was a recall. They advised me that there isnt. There should be. What do we need
to do to look into this further. I have Dodge Durango with the 5. Approximately 2 years ago we
began having issues when fueling the vehicle. When filling the tank, the fuel nozzle will
automatcially shut off normally when the tank is full. However, when removing the pump nozzle
gas spews back out of the filler neck all over whomever is filling the vehicle or onto the ground.
From what I have seen this has been an on going issue with several Dodge vehicles and of
course all after the warranty has expired. Seems like you have enough complaints about to
force a recall but choose not to. With fuel prices still at an elevated level, this is costing me
money as there is wasted fuel on the ground. Please force Dodge to issue a recall. This leave
the vehicle stranded wherever you are with little to no way to safely pull to the side of the road
or highway. This is an ongoing issue with this vehicle, it has been into the dealership multiple

times and they have continuously failed to find or solve the issue. It is extremely concerning
that this vehicle is ultimately putting my family in grave danger as the times that the vehicle has
broke down have been in the middle of busy intersections. The forums and web searches online
appear to prove that this is a common issue with Dodge yet the manufacturer is unable to solve
the issue or put out a recall in regards to the problem. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. The Dodge Durango has an electric fuel pump so you should ensure that its
fuses and relays are working before inspecting it. You may need to clean or replace your fuel
pump if your fuel tank is not empty but your engine is still having trouble getting fuel. The
Chevy Cobalt comes in a variety of styles that can affect the replacement fuel pump you
choose. Determine which fuel pump your Dodge Durango will need. This depends not only on
the make and model, but also the engine size and type. Models made from to have a 4. Models
manufactured after will have a 3. Prepare your vehicle for fuel pump servicing. Drain and
remove the fuel tank. Note the position of the indexing arrow on top of the fuel pump before
removing it. The fuel pump should rise up slightly when you remove the lock ring. Remove the
fuel pump using care not to bend the float arm. Install the new fuel pump using the items
included in the kit, especially the rubber gasket for the fuel tank. Rotate the fuel pump until the
alignment arrow points toward the alignment mark. Be sure the fitting on top of the fuel pump
faces towards the driver's side. Tighten the lock ring with tool until all seven notches engage.
Complete the installation by reversing Steps 2 and 3. This article was written by a professional
writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure
our readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply
learn more, see our about us page: link below. Writer Bio This article was written by a
professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in
efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. Our mobile mechanics offer
services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can
come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The pressure and output of
the pump are controlled by a regulator. Filtration of the fuel occurs either in the fuel tank using
a pickup screen or externally with a replaceable filter mounted in the fuel supply line. A high
quality, OEM fuel pump can last indefinitely. However, as with any electro-mechanical
component, a fuel pump will eventually degrade and fail. If it fails to produce adequate pressure
or completely quits operating, it will need to be replaced. This failed condition can sometimes
be preceded or accompanied by one or more of the following symptoms:. However, if the fuel
pump problem involves leaks of gasoline or vapors, it is unsafe to continue driving, and should
immediately be checked by a qualified mechanic. Dodge Durango Fuel Pump Replacement at
your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online
Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Fuel Pump
Replacement Service What is the fuel pump and how does it work? When to consider replacing
the fuel pump? A failed fuel pump may prevent a car from starting or stall it. Check engine light
is on. Sometimes a fuel pump will fail slowly, and that means the fuel pressure and volume
slowly degrades. The lack of fuel may result in the engine operating without enough fuel relative
to the amount of air, causing the check engine light to appear. Whirring noise from fuel tank. As
a fuel pump fails, you may notice a whirring or humming noise coming from the fuel tank area,
toward the rear of the car. If the noise is from the fuel pump, failure of the pump is often
imminent and you should replace the fuel pump at your earliest convenience. How do
mechanics replace the fuel pump? Should the fuel pump be faulty, it is removed from the tank
through an access panel above the tank in the passenger compartment. When no access panel
exists, fuel is first drained from the tank and then the fuel tank must be lowered from the vehicle
to gain access to the pump. In all cases, fuel pump supply and return hoses, as well as EVAP
system hoses, and electrical connections to the pump must be removed. Once the pump is out,
any reusable brackets and pick up screens are attached to the new pump, then the new pump is
installed. If the fuel system uses an in-line external filter, a filter is often replaced. All hoses and
electrical connections are re-established. Fuel is added to the tank and the engine is run to test
for leaks. Is it safe to drive with a fuel pump problem? When replacing the fuel pump keep in
mind: Prior to replacing, the mechanic will power the fuel pump directly to confirm that the
issue is a failed pump versus a faulty power supply to the pump. Unless the fuel filter was
replaced recently, whenever the fuel pump is replaced a new fuel filter should be installed.
When failing earlier than expected, the power supply should be verified because a voltage drop
in the fuel pump circuit can lead to overheating. Should the fuel tank be lowered during the
repair, the fuel tank straps and fasteners sh
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ould be checked for excessive corrosion and replaced as needed. The fuel in the gas tank cools
and lubricates the fuel pump. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Dodge Jobs. Auto service
in Your City. Meet some of our expert Dodge mechanics Real customer reviews from Dodge
owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Daniel 8 years of experience. Request
Daniel. Very professional, in time, efficient,fast and clean Very happy. Mathew 15 years of
experience. Request Mathew. Matt was awesome! Quickly diagnosed the problem. Was able to
get the part and have me back up and running in no time, all the while working through the rain.
Highly recommend and will surely be using in the future when ever need! Over all excellent
service. Carlos 23 years of experience. Request Carlos. Motivated, dedicated and very friendly!!!
Rodney 30 years of experience. Request Rodney. Excellent service! Fast, knowledgable, great
communication! How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Fuel Pump Replacement.

